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Highlights
Writing Our Space - an LGBTQ+ Anthology
The Arkbound Foundation
In this space nothing else exists, we are invisible and filled with our significance. I am an expanse
of existence melding into yours, unbound by language or physicality and it makes us free. ' Mel
Reeve, Shapeshifter from In Our Words In Our Words is a collection of personal essays, short
stories, poems, and scripts written by members of the LGBTQ+ community across the UK.
This collection spans from heartbreak on buses to loving our childhood selves; from tiger print
skirts to reflections on an HIV diagnosis. In Our Words features some of our community's most
talented voices such as: Andres N. Ordica (winner of the Bloomsbury Short Story Slam 2016),
Rosie Wilby (author of Is Monogamy Dead?), and Beth Kirkbride (founder and editor of The
Indiependent).
This insight into modern queerness speaks to our love, our grief, and our resilience, as both
individuals and a community. To the LGBTQ+ community, from the LGBTQ+ community - in our
own words.
PB 9781912092529 £7.99 July 2021 Arkbound 220 pages

Bouncing Back: Queer Resilience in Twentieth and Twenty-First Century
English Literature and Culture
Susanne Jung
LGBTQ people have strategies of resilience at their disposal to help them deal with the challenge
that heteronormativity as a power structure poses to their affective lives.
This book makes the concept of resilience available to queer literary and cultural studies,
analysing these strategies in terms of narration, performance, bodies, and space. Resilience turns
out to be a highly interactive mode of being in the world, which can set free creative energy as
well as draw inspiration and energy from artistic work.
Authors and artists discussed include Katherine Mansfield, Christopher Isherwood, Sylvia
Townsend Warner, Jeanette Winterson, Michael Cunningham, and Ian McKellen.
PB 9783837650273 £38.99 January 2020 Transcript Verlag 244 pages
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Biography
Len & Cub - A Queer History
Meredith Batt, Dusty Green
Leonard "Len" Keith and Joseph "Cub" Coates grew up in the rural New Brunswick village of
Havelock in the early 20th century. The two were neighbours, and they clearly developed an
inseparable relationship. Len was an amateur photographer and automobile enthusiast who
went on to own a local garage and poolhall after serving in the First World War.
Cub was the son of a farmer, also a veteran of the First World War, a butcher, contractor, and
lover of horses. Their time together is catalogued by Len's photos which show that the two
shared a mutual love of the outdoors, animals, and adventure. Photographs of Len and Cub on
hunting and canoe trips with arms around each other's shoulders or in bed together make clear
the affection they held for each other.
Their story is one of the oldest photographic records of a same-sex couple in the Maritimes. Len
& Cub features Len's photos of their life and tells the story of their relationship against the
background of same-sex identity and relationships in rural North America of the early 20th
century. Although Len was outed and forced to leave Havelock in the 1930s, the story of Len and
Cub is one of love and friendship that challenges contemporary ideas about sex and gender
expression in the early 20th century.
PB 9781773102641 £19.99 April 2022 Goose Lane Editions 192 pages photos

30 Queer Lives - Conversations with LGBTQIA+ New Zealanders
Matt McEvoy
Soldiers, politicians, Olympians, doctors, musicians, academics, businesspeople, farmers, writers,
and fa‘afafine ... the thirty LGBTQIA+ New Zealanders in this book are remarkable individuals.
They each speak with candour and honesty about their challenges and successes, and together
they show how LGBTQIA+ people strengthen the rich culture of Aotearoa. From the famous —
Grant Robertson, Gareth Farr, Chlöe Swarbrick — to the less well known, these stories encourage
empathy and understanding, challenge stereotypes, and offer courage and hope.
PB 9780995122925 £30.99 February 2022 Massey University Press 328 pages 30 b/w photos

Love, Marriage & Life
Christine Forster
In the six years she’s been in public life Christine Forster has stepped out of the shadow of a
famous brother and emerged as a local councillor with a national voice. This collection of
previously published articles and key speeches from Christine Forster spans those six years
starting with her pre-selection speech for the City of Sydney council in September 2012 up to her
2018 opinion pieces published in the Sydney Morning Herald.
While the national same-sex marriage debate heated up in 2017, culminating in the postal
plebiscite and the law legalising same-sex marriage being passed in Parliament, Christine has
been an advocate for gay rights and same-sex marriage for many years. Her articles, with
headlines such as, All you need is love and the law to let same-sex marriages happen, speak from
experience, and cover many years of her personal and professional exploration of love, marriage,
and civil rights.
Christine’s passion for Sydney and its people is also expressed in this selection of pieces that
address the issues and politicians she’s faced at a local government level. Christine’s belief that
local government must respect and listen to its constituents to help the community thrive and
prosper shines in this collection that prove she is engaged and paying attention.
PB 9781925642698 £19.99 February 2020 Wilkinson Publishing 256 pages
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Society & Culture
Good White Queers? - Racism and Whiteness in Queer U.S. Comics
Kai Linke
How do white queer people portray our own whiteness? Can we, in the stories we tell about
ourselves, face the uncomfortable fact that, while queer, we might still be racist? If we cannot,
what does that say about us as potential allies in intersectional struggles?
A careful analysis of Dykes To Watch Out For and Stuck Rubber Baby by queer comic icons Alison
Bechdel and Howard Cruse traces the intersections of queerness and racism in the neglected
medium of queer comics, while a close reading of Jaime Cortez's striking graphic novel
Sexile/Sexilio offers glimpses of the complexities and difficult truths that lie beyond the limits of
the white queer imaginary.
PB 9783837649178 £38.99 April 2021 Transcript Verlag 332 pages

Female Identities in Lesbian Web Series - Transnational Community Building
in Anglo-, Hispano-, and Francophone Contexts
Julia Obermayr
Lesbian Web Series narrate female-centred stories, strengthen identity construction, and
generate transnational communities beyond cultural barriers. Julia Obermayr explores the first
definition of a new format, the first representations of lesbian women in US-American, Canadian,
and Spanish web series from 2007 and onward, as well as their reciprocal effects regarding
identity construction and community building of their transnational, mainly female, audience.
The analysed corpus comprises scenes taken from Venice the Series (2009) and its backstory
"Otalia" on the soap opera Guiding Light (1952-2009), Seeking Simone (2009), Out With Dad
(2010), Féminin/ Féminin (2014), Chica Busca Chica (2007) and its cinematic sequel De Chica En
Chica (2015), as well as Notas Aparte (2016).
PB 9783837652918 £47.99 September 2020 Transcript Verlag 256 pages

Opacity - Minority – Improvisation - An Exploration of the Closet Through
Queer Slangs and Postcolonial Theory
Anna T.
The expression "to come out of the closet" calls for an analysis of how language and notional as
well as social spaces interact and intersect to constitute "queer". This performative book, a
product of artistic research, is an exploration of the proverbial closet through linguistics, queer,
and postcolonial theory. It is a project in which opacity, minority, and improvisation happen on
the levels of content, analysis, and typography.
Eleven queer slangs from around the world become part of an exploration of queerness and
knowledge from the Periphery through autoethnography, Édouard Glissant's concept of opacity,
José Muñoz's disidentifications, and Gloria Anzaldúa's performative writing. Theory, personal
accounts, and art are interwoven to offer an interdisciplinary reading of the slangs as queer
methods of survival and resistance.
PB 9783837651331 £37.99 May 2020 Transcript Verlag 230 pages
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History
Queer Jewish Lives Between Central Europe and Mandatory Palestine
Biographies and Geographies
Edited by Andreas Kraß, Moshe Sluhovsky, Yuval Yonay
When queer Jewish people migrated from Central Europe to the Middle East in the first half of
the 20th century, they contributed to the creation of a new queer culture and community in
Palestine.
This volume offers the first collection of studies on queer Jewish lives between Central Europe
and Mandatory Palestine. While the first section of the book presents queer geographies,
including Germany, Austria, Poland, and Palestine, the second section introduces queer
biographies between Europe and Palestine including the sexologist Magnus Hirschfeld (18681935), the writer Hugo Marcus (1880-1966), and the artist Annie Neumann (1906-1955).
PB 9783837653328 £38.99 January 2022 Transcript Verlag 332 pages

Fiction
Poetry is Queer
J Kirby
POETRY IS QUEER is a kaleidoscope of sexual outlaws, gay icons, Sapphic poets, and great lovers
-- real and imagined -- conjured like gateway drugs to a queer world. Claiming the word queer
for those who self-proclaim the authority of their own bodies in defiance of church and state,
Kirby pays tribute to gay touchstones while embodying both their work and joy. From gazing
upon street boys with constant companion C.P. Cavafy, to end of day observances with Frank
O’Hara, to mowing Walt Whitman’s grass, POETRY IS QUEER is a hybrid-genre memoir like no
other.
PB 9781989287866 £15.99 October 2021 Palimpsest Press 232 pages

Mythical Man
David Ly
In Mythical Man, David Ly builds, and then tears down, an army of men in a quest to explore
personhood in the 21st century. Tenderness, toxic masculinity, nuances of queer love, and
questions of race and identity mix in Ly’s poetry, casting a spell that enters like a warm tongue
on a first date. Mythical Man is an authentic and accomplished debut.
PB 9781989287354 £14.99 April 2020 Palimpsest Press 80 pages
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Scandal On Plum Island - A Commander Becomes the Accused
Marian E. Lindberg
The captain wore a see-through dress. No dispute about that. Even the captain admitted that in
a certain light, guests at the party could see the outline of his body through the muslin shift.
Months later, a lawyer would press for details: Was the dress tied at the waist? What colour and
length were the captain's socks? Did others treat him "as if you were a woman"? (From Chapter
One, "Cross-Dressing For Halloween") The carefree parties on Plum Island drew the ire of Maj.
Benjamin Koehler, yet he would be the man arrested and accused of "immoral conduct" at the
end of 1913. Koehler, a West Point alumnus and Philippine War veteran, had been tasked with
bringing discipline to the 700 men living at Fort Terry, a sprawling post on a beautiful island off
New York's coast. He lived on officers’ row with his sister, an educated and independent woman
who, like her brother, was unmarried. Little did the devoted siblings know that Fort Terry would
soon be the stuff of front-page headlines, with Ben Koehler at the centre of them--and not for
his dutiful service to his country. The claims that Fort Terry's commander had groped male
subordinates shocked the Army and Koehler's supporters, but the accusers were smart,
triggering one of the first high-profile instances of federal legal process against a high-level
military officer. Well before "homophobia" was a term, Koehler struggled to prove that the
accusers were lying in a trial rife with innuendo and ill-informed ideas about how a "homosexualist" would behave. Thoroughly researched, involving historical figures as contrasting as
Theodore Roosevelt and Susan B. Anthony, Scandal on Plum Island follows Koehler from
respected officer to vilified outcast and turns up provocative information about his defence. His
story is set in the context of changing standards of masculinity as the action moves from
America's heartland to New York City, the Philippines, San Francisco, eastern Long Island, and
government offices in Washington, D.C. In addition to telling a fast-moving and compelling story,
Scandal on Plum Island speaks directly to modern discussions of gender norms, testimonial
injustice, the high cost of stereotypes, and other issues of pressing concern.
PB 9781732491274 £17.99 June 2020 East End Press 416 pages

The Mastermind
Amy Lane
Once upon a time in Rome, Felix Salinger got caught picking his first pocket and Danny Mitchell
saved his bacon. The two of them were inseparable until they weren't. Twenty years later Danny
returns to Chicago, the city he shared with Felix and their perfect, secret family, to save him
again. Felix's news network - the business that broke them apart - is under fire from an
unscrupulous employee pointing the finger at Felix. An official investigation could topple their
house of cards. The only way to prove Felix is innocent is to pull off their biggest con yet. But
though Felix still has the gift of grift, his reunion with Danny is bittersweet. Their ten-year
separation left holes in their hearts that no amount of stolen property can fill.
PB 9781644058732 £9.99 July 2021 Dreamspinner Press LLC 340 pages

Dekoboko Bittersweet Days
Atsuko Yusen
Tiny and adorable when they first met, Rui -- still just as adorable -- now looms over his boyfriend,
Yuujirou. Though they were little more than best friends at first, the confusion over their true
feelings for one another smouldered until they confessed. Now every day passes with such
overwhelming sweetness it's all they can do not to ask themselves, "am I allowed to be this
happy?" The final high school judo contest, the last summer of their high school careers, and
beyond - the thought of his future with Rui makes Yuujirou's heart flutter. A slow-burn love story
between a diminutive, athletic teen and his towering, kind-hearted best friend as they journey
the slightly bitter road to adulthood towards sweeter days.
PB 9781427870964 £15.99 March 2022 TOKYOPOP 274 pages
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Dekoboko Sugar Days
Atsuko Yusen
Yuujirou Matsukaze has been close friends with Rui Hanamine since the two of them were
children. Back then, Yuujirou was the one who stood up for and took care of his adorable, softhearted friend.
But as it turns out, Yuujirou's childhood dreams end up growing a little too big to handle - or,
rather, too tall! At over six feet in height, the cheerful and happy-go-lucky Rui towers over his
would-be protector... and still has no idea Yuujirou's had a crush on him since they were kids!
PB 9781427862280 £14.99 February 2020 TOKYOPOP 256 pages

Our Not-So-Lonely Planet Travel Guide - Volume 2
Mone Sorai
Super serious Asahi Suzumura and laidback, easy-going Mitsuki Sayama might seem like an odd
couple, but they made a deal; they will holiday around the world and when they get back to
Japan, they'll get married.
As they travel from country to country, the different people, cultures, and cuisine they encounter
begin to bring them closer together. After all they're not just learning about the world, but about
themselves too.
PB 9781427868503 £12.99 February 2022 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Our Not-So-Lonely Planet Travel Guide - Volume 1
Mone Sorai
Super serious Asahi Suzumura and laidback, easy-going Mitsuki Sayama might seem like an odd
couple, but they made a deal; they'll vacation around the world and when they get back to Japan,
they'll get married.
As they travel from country to country, the different people, cultures, and cuisine they encounter
begin to bring them closer together. After all they're not just learning about the world, but about
themselves too.
PB 9781427867551 £12.99 April 2021 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Would You Like To Be A Family?
Koyama
Families come in many shapes and sizes, and these three are no different! Takemura is a loner
with little interest in socializing with others. Bullied in high school for being gay, he prefers to
spend time by himself so he won't get hurt again. When he runs into his bright, friendly co-worker
Natsui in the supermarket, he's surprised to find out that he's a single father... and even more
surprised to be invited to dinner, with no room to decline!
Kuma is a good guy, but due to his constant scowl and rough appearance is often dismissed as a
deadbeat. When he oversees his friend's older brother break up with his boyfriend, Yagi, Kuma
becomes intrigued with this attractive stranger and slowly, his curiosity begins to blossom into a
crush.
Kodama is a reserved psychology major who is approached by the loud, outgoing Harada when
he falls ill on his way home. It turns out the two of them study at the same university, and Harada
insists the two become friends. But as they spend more time with one another, Kodama begins
to question how he truly feels. Follow three very different relationships in this intimate collection
of short Boys Love stories.
PB 9781427868459 £12.99 September 2021 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
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Glass Syndrome
Eiko Ariki
Nijou is the perfect student. He's class president, great at sports, and beloved by all his
classmates, especially the girls. But he hides his true feelings; deep down he's terrified of letting
everyone down with anything less than perfection and being rejected.
As the most responsible and respected member of the class, he's asked by their teacher to check
in on Toomi, a student who hasn't been to school in a while. Toomi sees straight through Nijou's
insecurities and acts belligerent, but he has a secret of his own; in order to pay off his father's
gambling debts, he performs in drag on an adult cam site as "Haruka".
When Nijou accidentally discovers the truth, he struggles with whether he should tell Toomi, or
continue to feign ignorance. But at the same time he finds himself developing feelings for Haruka
- or is it really Toomi he's falling in love with?
PB 9781427868213 £12.99 August 2021 TOKYOPOP 194 pages

Alter Ego
Ana C. Sànchez
Noel has always been in love with her best friend Elena, but she's never been able to find the
courage to confess her feelings. Then, when her friend starts dating a boy, Noel's world collapses
as she sees her chance at love slipping away.
One night, in a moment of desperation, Noel ends up confessing her feelings for Elena to a
complete stranger - but as fate would have it, this stranger turns out to be a girl named June,
Elena's other best friend... and Noel's rival in love!
Worst of all, now June knows Noel's secret. With everything suddenly going wrong, how can Noel
ever win the girl of her dreams? The heart-pounding romantic drama by breakout Spanish artist
Ana C. Sànchez!
PB 9781427867568 £12.99 February 2021 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Koimonogatari: Love Stories - Volume 2
Tohru Tagura
When Yuiji accidentally finds out his classmate Yamato is gay and has a crush on his best friend,
he doesn't know how to react at first. But after spending more time together, the two of them
become close friends.
While Yamato struggles with his sexuality, Yuiji supports him and keeps his secret, hoping that
Yamato can find a way to accept himself and be happy. Meanwhile, Yuiji is having trouble feeling
connected to his long-time girlfriend, realizing that although he still cares about her, the spark in
their relationship has faded.
Love is a complicated, messy thing - especially in high school, where hurtful rumours and
intolerant classmates can make life unbearable. Yamato and Yuiji face their own individual
struggles, but together, they learn one very important lesson: it's hard to search for romance if
you don't love yourself first.
PB 9781427864079 £14.99 September 2020 TOKYOPOP 304 pages
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